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ABSTRACT 
A novel technique for low quality adaptative edge-enhanced algorithm is planned for the implementation of two-dimensional (2-

D) image scaling applications. The proposed algorithm consists of a linear space-variant edge detector, a coffee quality sharpening 

spatial filter and a simplified additive interpolation. The edge detector is meant to find the image edges by a inexpensive edge-

catching technique. The sharpening spatial filter is side as a pre-filter to cut back the blurring impact created by the additive 

interpolation. In addition, adaptative technology is employed to reinforce the impact of the sting detector by adaptively choosing 

the input pixels of the additive interpolation. Additionally, associate degree algebraical manipulation and a hardware sharing 

techniques change additive interpolation that with efficiency reduces the computing resources and silicon space in VLSI circuits. 

The proposed technique compared with the previous low quality techniques, this work performs higher quality, higher 

performance, less memory needs, and low cast and area. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Image scaling technique is widely used in the field of digital image processing. In common applications, 
like medical image process, image zooming, pc graphic, on-line videos and etc, image scaling plays a additional 
and additional necessary role [1-2]. Gabor filter may be a linear filter that is employed for edge detection. Gabor 
filter has kernel coefficients and memory wherever convolution takes place. Therefore Gabor filter plays a very 
important role in image edge detection and extraction process. The convolution method takes place at the 
multiplication accumulation unit (MAC) of the digital filter style. The speed issue is compromised here however 
the silicon space consumption is reduced. The speed in serial style may be improved if the filter is operated at 
high frequency [3-5]. 

Nowadays high quality and high performance image scalar by VLSI system for multimedia electrical 
product. Among numerous planned interpolation algorithms for image scaling, the only one is that the nearest 
neighbor algorithm [6-7]. It needs a quite low time quality and a comparatively straightforward implementation 
attributable to it solely selects the closest price from the closest points as results. However, the pictures that 
square measure scaled by the closest neighbor formula square measure filled with obstruction and aliasing 
artifacts. With the aim of assuaging obstruction and aliasing effects, the foremost wide most popular 
methodology is linear formula [8-9], that uses the linear interpolation model to calculate unknown pixels. 
Another complicated methodology is named bilinear interpolation [10] 

There square measure several studies regarding the VLSI implementation of low quality interpolation 
algorithms. A Winscale [11] algorithm that uses an area-pixel model instead of the common point-pixel model, 
and uses a most of four pixels of the image to calculate one pixel of a scaled image. The sting detector obtains 
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the AN economical VLSI design style of Winscale formula. This technique demonstrates high performance and 
it's ready to method digital image scaling for video in period of time. A winscale algorithm with a mask of most 
four constituents and calculates the ultimate brightness of every pixel to the dimensions grey-scale and color 
pictures[12]. 
 
Ii. Methodology: 

This section begins with a short review of the linear interpolation formula for linear interpolation. 
Following presents the register bank for providing the inputs for the sting detector and sharpening spatial filter 
with solely a one-line-buffer memory. Next, the cheap linear space-variant edge detection technique is 
introduced. Finally, a sort of high-pass filter, sharpening spatial convolution filter for edge enhancing are going 
to be present [13-14]. 
 
(i) Bilinear Interpolation: 

Bilinear Interpolation is associate operation that determines the intensity from the weighted average of the 
four nearest pixels to the desired input coordinates, so assigns that worth to the output coordinates [15]. The key 
purpose of this concept is to perform bilinear interpolation takes the first one direction, so once more within the 
alternative direction. The output constituent P’ (k, l) of the bilinear interpolation will be obtained by solely one-
stage as represented in equation 1. 
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(ii) Edge detection Technique: 

In this work, a linear space-variant colon edge detection model [16-17] is chosen because the planned edge 
detection formula thanks to its low complexness and memory demand. The native characteristics neighboring 
round the target interpolated constituent P(k) will be evaluated by the four nearest neighboring pixels P(m-1), 
P(m), P(m+1), P(m+2). The coordinates of the interpolated constituent P(k) and 4 neighboring around pixels 
square measure situated at k, m-1, m, m+1, and m+2, severally. By sigmoidal edge detection model, the spatial 
property of the native characteristics neighboring around P(k) will be evaluated by equation 2. 
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where A is spatial property parameter outlined to the spatial property of the information within the 

neighborhood of P(k). The parameter A=0 indicates that the variation between P(m+1) and P (m-1) furthermore 
as P(m+2), and P(m), P(m+2), which suggests that the edges square measure symmetry in each side. A&gt;0 
indicates that the variation between P (m+1) and P(m-1) is larger than the variation between P (m+2) and P(m). 
It means the sides on the correct facet square measure a lot of homogenised than left facet since the variation on 
the correct facet is lesser than that on the left side. 
 
(iii) Sharpening Spatial Convolution Filter: 

The sharpening spatial filter [17-18], that may be a quite high-pass filters, will be accustomed not solely 
enhance the perimeters as well as details of the objects however additionally shut associated low-frequency 
noise for image process. it's outlined by a kernel designed to extend the intensity of the middle constituent 
relative to neighboring pixels. Convolution filter may be a quite linear filter, which modifies or enhances 
pictures by linear combination (for example addition and multiplication). It is called neighborhood-like 
operation, during which the worth of any output constituent is decided by the weighted add of neighboring input 
pixels. The matrix of weights is named the convolution kernel that takes 2 functions, f and g, and produces a 3rd 
function that represents the quantity of the overlap between f and therefore the reversed and translated version of 
g. As shown in atomic weight. (6), the convolution of functions find g is drawn f* g and it's outlined as equation 
3. 
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It is additionally thought to be a general moving-average parameter, during which one in every of the 

functions is employed as associate indicating function of the interval. The result worth of every constituent will 
be drawn in equation 4. 
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where, MN is that the size of the matrix of weights. 
 
III. Proposed system design: 

The focus of this work isn't to style a replacement digital Gabor filter however to enhance the planning 
therefore it are often enforced on the device. As associate degree ASIC designer, there area unit 3 major factors 
required to be thought-about, maximization of speed, minimization of space and power consumption. During 
this work, decreases of space consumption are going to be the most priority. Figure 1 shows the proposed gober 
filter architecture. 

 

 
 
Fig. 1: Block Diagram of Gabor Filter 

 
The design of the new multiplication-accumulation unit should be done precisely [6]. This is often because 

of the sensitivity of the transition in a very single knowledge path. Below is that the style flow of the filter. 
Firstly, once the convolution signal is ‘0’ the input file that is in element format can enter the filter and hold on 
within the memory. The dimension of the memory depends on the element size. If the element is 16x16 then the 
memory size are going to be 16x16 too. It implies that each memory location is going to be hold on for price for 
one image pixel. Once the convolution signal is triggered to ‘1’ the convolution method starts. The controller 
can scan the image that's hold on within the memory and send the information to the arithmetic unit. The 
controller can decision the information from the determined memory location. In arithmetic unit there's 
additionally a computer storage which can for good store the constant kernel price. The worth of kernel will be 
referred to as by the management into the convolution circuit. Once, each pixel has entered the convolution 
circuit the method of multiplication and accumulation can come about. Just one series of knowledge are going to 
be convoluted at a time. The counter can count for nine convolution operation before giving out the results of 
filtered image. The explanation why count for nine consecutive cycle stands for the nine constant kernel price. 
This can even be the results of the filter. The spatial filter and adaptive edge control unit shown in figure2. 

 

 
Fig. 2: Block diagram of adaptive edge enhanced scaling algorithm 
 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 
After redesigning the Gabor filter in verilog HDL Xilinx and CADENCE software, the code was then 

synthesized. The outline of the planning was shown in figure four. From the outline, the numbers of warnings 
were reduced from eighty to twenty six warnings. During this outline, the target device Spartan3-XS250 was 
used. This device contains massive resources appropriate for a style reminiscent of this. The numbers of Slices, 
Slice Flip Flops and LUTs were considerably reduced. The proposed design was employed in cadence encounter 
to obtain the design consumed area, power and execution time. 
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Fig. 3: Output Waveform. 

 
Table 1: Device Utilization obtained  

No of slices No of FF No of 4-bit LUTs 
No of 

No of bonded IOBs 
IOs 

282 362 409 83 83 

 

 
 
Fig. 4: RTL View of Gobur Filter. 

 
Figure 3 shows the output wave form of the gobur filter was obtained in Xilinx environment, the table 1 

shows the device utilization summary of the gobur filter. Figure 4 shows the RTL view of the gobur filter and it 
was obtained in cadence RC lab. 
 
Table 2: Area, Gates, Time and Power Utilization summary 

 
 
The table 2 shows the proposed chip consumed the area, gates, time and power obtained in cadence 

encounter and the graphical representation shown in figure 5. 
 

 
 

Fig. 5: Area, Gates, Time and Power Utilization summary 
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Conclusion: 
In this paper, adaptive edge-enhanced technique is presented to develop a low-power, low memory 

requirement, top quality, and high performance VLSI scalar circuit for time period image zooming applications. 
A low-cost edge-catching technique and a coffee quality sharp filter had been accustomed improve the standard 
of pictures with the reconciling technique. The algebraical manipulation and therefore the hardware sharing 
techniques square measure accustomed cut back calculation quality and hardware value of projected style. 
Relative to previous VLSI scalar styles, this work delineate here achieves a 28.32 % reduction in gate counts, a 
39.71 %, decrease in power consumption 13% reduced. 
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